
itt. 12, Frederica, Md. -21701 ° 
12/16/75 

Sen. Richard 3,, Schweiker 
Room 347, Senate Office Bldg. 
Washington, D.O. 20510 

Dear Dick, 

I can imagine how busy you stay when your thoughtful and appreciat4note of the,' 
25th wasn't moiled until Saturday. I did. not expect the check but X do welcome it. 
While I would like to have been able to send a copy of Post Norton to each Member on 
both aides, it was impossible. Neither with this book nor a year ago, with Whitewash 
ry and the transcript and related documents I thought it would be good for Members to 
be able to read, was it possible to get s help at all. 

Because you deal with people, have to make decisions and judgements,,perhaps 
an explanation can be of help to you. 	- 	 • 

As you know, there are many nillcing the oampuses and making *other appearances 
often lurid in content and from the letters teachings* hostile; little relationship 
to reality. The subject has become "hot* again and offers what different kinds of 
people see as personal adrvatdmemme In more than a year I have not received a single 
order for any one of my books that X can attribute to 	one me of theses people or to 
ax single appearenee. let the content of both books and some of aj earlier ones is 
unique. To ma this represents a special kind of selfishness of which I believe people 
in your position can be and already have been the innocent violins. 

All but the fourth part of Post Mertes could have appeared year* ago but we 
mild not pay for it. X tried to borrow the money to print Whitewash IT from two of the 
more affluent of the so.ealled critics. Both refused. One pretended he would and did 
not. Jim Laser spekeeto his. awe who/leo could not afford it, borrowed the money 
with which vs paid the printer. X have eines paid it back, with interest, from sales 
for which there was not a penny ter advertising or promotions except for a mailing 
for each I borrowed the money. In about 1,1711 X asked a *eritici whose wealth is 
estimated at $50,000,000 to lend me enough to print Poet Bottom. Be refused. 

Although we have almost no regular income there WAD an increased interest in 
my earlier books beginning with Watergate. We decided to put this money snide in en 
*mom account to be able to keep them in print when the need came. It will be seen. 

• Once Congress began to show ea interest. I felt an obligating; to bring Rost 
Norte* out. I decided to jeopardises the chances of keeping the elder books in print 
to do it and to borrow against my property to pay the printer. Smarter, several fees 
for consultation on the *Whoutlid fraud red a Ole of ancillary rights made up the 
difference. Again we sent out a sailing and again the results are gratifIleag. We have 
recovered more than 2C0i of the eachanical costs (onlI)adad will be able to reprint 
the first of the earlier books when we have to soon. But in the son* that Post Bartel 
has been Out there is no single sale X osa attribute to one of those mentioned *hove. 
I know because X paokage eseh order, not the way I'd prefer to speed my time. While it 
is lase of a burden because X do most of it When I have. to spend times with my legs 
elevated from the phlebitis, there are other projects that could be more productive 
for the interests we share. 

One of these is going forward well. Jim and I have forced the Department of 
Justice and the ra to disgorge euppreseed evidence in the Xing assassination in 



75-.1996. I expect more but what I have received is enough to justify a 

Judiciary committee separate investigation. It haa forced the Department and the Fa 
to launch a counterecaspeign of its owu with seclusive private offers to the for 

Via, some of whom have been in touch with me. I have aborted one aspect of one and 

hope to at least dinialah the impact of another. 

yesterday see had to agree to give the Department a month's deter in filing 

an answer to ey appeal in the gait reported in the fourth part of Post Mertes. In 

return we obtained their prowls, not to oppose our move to expedite oral arguments. 

Inanwhile, I am exhausting administrative remedies on other POI& projects. • 
In all of this, in all these suits filed and pending, not one of the people 

to whom I refer above has offered any bele. not even typing. 

I'm not glebe you a hmedeluok story. I have other purposes. Otherwise I'd 

not be taking this time. 

While they de net distinguish beteeme the committee and your suboommittme 

I heart trim those who have been spokea to and who have appeared.Ima in a position 

to evaluate much of it, including your direction. I. know some of the people fairly 
well:  acme for close to a decade, what they have and have not told you and What 

reality is. tinder the ciroumetanees, the only ItalyI can help is to try to find time 
to flulah putting together the work I had to lee aside years sp. With the plan 

phleW.tio slowing me down much. 

I do hop* that behind the scenes your efforts have produced, more than has 
appeared. I'd like to be wrong in the advice I offered wben we met. As of today 

ay opinion has not changed. I also believe that if you have some success it will 

be lose than it could have been. 

Per two years there has bees no doubt in s$  send that this whole thing would 

be easing apart. Sy only queetions were when and how. I think it will be a new national 

trauma if a few mats are emarifieed. 	is one of the rearms behind the advice 

I offered. I do fear it. I do fear that no staff', no matter how large or able, can 

learn enough in a short time to asofininate enough. Asd I do knew hoe early amee 

of the most oulpablo took steps to this end. 

I hesr you have obtained new information, ifeetoweing score for which T have filed. 

If you can properly let as have copies perhaps I can be of help to you with it. 

Thanes agate for your thoughtfulness. Good lueklt 

ZS:merely, 

reread Weisberg' 


